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The open-source software is available for download at the project's website . References
Category:Unix software Category:Software development kits// Copyright (C) 2003,
Fernando Luis Cacciola Carballal. // // Use, modification, and distribution is subject to the
Boost Software // License, Version 1.0. (See accompanying file LICENSE_1_0.txt or copy at
// // See for documentation. // You are welcome to contact the author at: //
fernando_cacciola@hotmail.com #ifndef BOOST_NONE_17SEP2003_HPP #define
BOOST_NONE_17SEP2003_HPP #include "boost/none_t.hpp" // NOTE: Borland users
have to include this header outside any precompiled headers // (bcc32ps.h, bcc32.h and so
on) #endif Just like on July 4, every year the French observe the Liberation Day, the day
when the Nazi regime was finally broken. After the Resistance put the end to it and after its
Marshal Charles de Gaulle used his first speech as the president of France to declare that
“France is free” and that the military victory “was the first step to the liberation of Europe,”
the world did not only celebrate but also took it as a symbol of liberty. But there is one
important difference with July 4. On July 4, in the year 1776, the United States of America
was born, a symbol of liberty which despite its trials has helped the world and continue to
help it. But for France, the symbol of freedom was born during the Second World War.
Nevertheless, in France, France's president Emmanuel Macron has declared that he will
declare a "national mourning" for the victims of the country's violent colonial history.
Macron made the announcement while visiting Algeria. "All France is with Algeria and its
inhabitants, that is why I choose to observe a national mourning for the victims of colonial
violence," Macron said after meeting with Algerian president Abdelaziz Bouteflika and
officials. "It is our duty to remember the victims of colonialism
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